
What I’ve found out so far…


In an extreme memory shortage, if there is insufficient memory for the kernel, io flushing will 
cause really poor performance… duh!!!


What was happening when I was using systemd-cmd to restrict memory was that it was so 
restrictive that when attempting to do io, especially the big io’s from WAL and rwFile, it took a 
long time for the kernel to find a buffer big enough (500KB - 2MB) to do the io (at least that’s 
my theory). When I increased the memory, commit times improved.


In low memory, unregulated operations situations, there is a balancing act that goes on 
between disk write queue and item ejection that ends up throttling ops. If items flood the disk 
write queue and we can’t eject fast enough, kv throttles… assuming this is reflected in 
increased tmp ooms (but not quite sure see below). When magma enters the picture, it's much 
worse because magma takes 20% or more of the server memory. 


Concerning collections… 
Collections utilize more memory and more cpu (I estimate 10-20% cpu). When combined with 
magma, this exacerbates kv throttling which in turn makes the degradation on magma worse 
than on couchstore.


These numbers gathered with no restriction on memory.

Cluster Quota=10GB, Bucket Quota=5GB


Interesting observations… 
Magma runs, mem_used is pretty constant at 4600-4700MB. Couchstore fluctuates from 
4100-4700MG.


Issue - Magma fluctuating performance 

There is a significant issue with magma fluctuating in performance as kv dances between write 
cache size, ejection rate, magma memory usage. See here


100M 1024B items 
1000 collections

Magma Couchstore

Load 169301 223781

R/W 20/80 
100M ops

120721 161468



Experiment 1 
We need to prove the theory that when magma is the storage engine, we reduce the file system 
cache memory by 10% and increase the bucket quota by by that amount. I tried this 
experiment where I increased the Bucket Quota from 5GB to 6GB and increased the magma 
ratio from 10% to 25% to give the extra 1GB Bucket Quota to magma.


The load only increased from 169301 to 178428. Turns out the extra magma quota couldn’t be 
fully utilized by the storage with only 600MB of the 1526MB available. But, what happens for 
the heavy write test? Well, not what you would expect. The Block Cache memory goes way up, 
as you would expect. But, ops when way down, from 120721 to 86042. Huh?


That’s where I am today.


Bottom line, I believe that performance degradation found by MB-41876 is to be expected in 
low memory situations where the increase in cpu and memory caused by collections has more 
of an impact on throttling by kv than couchstore does.


